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Outside the box thinking: The new junction boxes by WISKA 

 
Kaltenkirchen, 02 March 2018 – Trade and industry supplier WISKA presents its new highlights in installa-

tion material at this year´s Light + Building in Frankfurt.  

 

This year WISKA have focused on their newly developed junction box range. WISKA has added two new 

sizes to its popular COMBI series and the WISKA installation box has receieved a total make-over.  

 

„The new COMBI boxes come with the proven quality of the series, that is characterised by its UV- and 

ozone resistance“, explains Stefan Stange-Düsterhöft, electrical wholesale and trade sales manager at 

WISKA. 

 

Just push the cable through the soft membrane and it is automatically sealed with IP66 protection – that is 

how easy the installation with the new COMBI 116 is. Twice the size as the already established COMBI 

108 it offers greater installation space and flexibility.  

 

The new COMBI 206 measures 85x49 centimeters and has a space-saving rectangular form. This makes 

it perfect for outside applications and LED luminaires. Six threaded membrane entries help create maxi-

mum flexibility.  

 

When developing the new installation boxes WISKA has taken into consideration the everyday needs of 

electricians at work. The new installation boxes offer comprehensive fixing options: whether with cable 

ties, screws and dowels or with various fixing elements. Furthermore the lid can be fitted tightly without 

use of a tool or screws.   

 

“The new installation boxes is a continued development of the popular KA series which WISKA initially 

developed over 80 years ago. For the relaunch we have spoken with electricians about what is important 

for them. The results have been considered in the development.”, says Stefan Stange-Düsterhöft.  
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About WISKA 
WISKA manufactures electrical equipment, lighting products and CCTV camera surveillance systems for 

shipbuilding and diverse industries. Founded in Hamburg in 1919, the family-owned company today em-

ploys over 260 employees worldwide. The product range includes, for example, searchlights, floodlights, 

reefer container sockets, cable entries, junction boxes and switches, completed by digital CCTV technology. 

WISKA operates its own re-search and development facilities and production plants next-door at its head-

quarters in Germany and has a global network of representatives and subsidiaries who ensure a quick and 

effective on-site customer service. www.wiska.com 

Picture subtitles   
 

Picture „(COMBI206_Alone_V01)“: „ The new 

COMBI 206: The space-saving rectangular form 

makes it ideal for outside applications and LED lu-

minaires.“ 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture „(KA012_Alone_V01)“: „ For developing 

the new WISKA installation box we have taken 

electrician´s needs into our focus. The boxes offer 

various fixing options.“  
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